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In This Mountain
No Marketing Blurb

Esther's Gift
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Having pursued intellectual matters all of his life, Father Tim discovers the joys of
working with his hands when he discovers a worn-out nativity scene and begins to
restore it. By the author of In This Mountain. (General Fiction)

These High, Green Hills
A small seed surprises itself by becoming a flowering moonflower vine.

Home to Holly Springs
Mitford rector Father Tim faces the new challenges of matirmony after he marries
his vivacious Cynthia, from the trials and tribulations of the parish's new computer,
to redecorating the rectory, to his dog's new sleeping arrangements. Reprint. Tour.

The Trellis and the Seed
From Jan Karon, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Mitford series
comes a collection of Father Tim's favorite words of wisdom and spiritual
inspiration For years, Mitford’s Father Tim Kavanagh has transcribed into his dogeared journals words of wisdom, faith, and encouragement. Written in his own
hand or typed on his idiosyncratic Royal typewriter, A Continual Feast contains the
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lively ideas, common sense, profound wisdom, and plain good humor he has
gleaned from the likes of C. S. Lewis, Emily Dickinson, William Blake, Helen Keller,
G. K. Chesterton, and Will Rogers, to name just a few. Together with its successful
companion volume, Patches of Godlight, Father Tim’s latest quote journal is sure
proof of the truth of an entry from Lord Byron: "A small drop of ink produces that
which makes thousands think." This entertaining and useful handbook is for all
those who relish a good “Aha!,” including authors, clergy, speechmakers, dog
lovers, and anyone who enjoys provocative insight into everything from the
righteous to the ridiculous.

The Mitford Years
"After five hectic years of retirement from Lord's Chapel, Father Tim Kavanagh
returns with his wife, Cynthia, to Mitford where he - and his beloved friends and
family - face the challenge of settling into the next phase of their lives."--Provided
by publisher.

The Maiden of Mayfair (Tales of London Book #1)
Collects five tales set in the town of Mitford, North Carolina, about rector Father
Tim and his lovely wife Cynthia.
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The Mitford Bedside Companion
Centerburg might be your town. Grampa Hercules and his never-ending tall tales,
Dulcy Dooner, the uncooperative citizen, unbusinesslike Uncle Ulysses and his
friendly lunchroom, the flustered sheriff, the pompous judge—they are all as
American as they come. But there's a subtle and delightful difference. In
Centerburg, along with the routine of day-to-day living, the most preposterous
things keep happening. But nothing fazes Homer Price! Ragweeds taller than fire
ladders, music that sets a whole town dancing—he solves these problems calmly
and efficiently. Homer Price is a boy with a good supply of common sense—and
ingenuity! Homer's Grampa Hercules is a delightful old rascal and his extravagent
reminiscences of his youth are the starting point of many of the episodes. The
chapter titles are as enticing as the chapters themselves: The Hide-a-Ride, Looking
for Gold, Ever So Much More So, Experiment 13, Grampa Hercules and the GravittyBitties, Pie and Punch and You-Know-Whats. Mr. McCloskey's characters have
warmth and kindness and a healthy curiosity; but they are not above a few minor
faults and foibles. They are unmistakenably alive. Like Mr. McCloskey himself, they
are perpetually amused by the everyday hazards and discrepancies around them.

A New Song
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Welcome to Harmony In this acclaimed inaugural volume in the Harmony series,
master American storyteller Philip Gulley draws us into the charming world of
minister Sam Gardner in his first year back in his hometown, capturing the essence
of small-town life with humor and wisdom.

Light from Heaven
Arriving in western Ireland to research the Kavanagh ancestry, Father Tim and
Cynthia are disrupted by a burglary, a sprained ankle and local distress over the
theft of a cherished painting. By the best-selling author of the Mitford series.
Reprint. A best-selling novel.

A Light in the Window
#1 New York Times bestselling author Jan Karon returns with the fourteenth novel
in the beloved Mitford series, featuring three generations of Kavanaghs. After
twelve years of wrestling with the conflicts of retirement, Father Tim Kavanagh
realizes he doesn't need a steady job to prove himself. Then he's given one. As for
what it proves, heaven only knows. Millions of Karon fans will be thrilled that it’s
life as usual in the wildly popular Mitford series: A beloved town character lands a
front-page obituary, but who was it, exactly, who died? And what about the former
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mayor, born the year Lindbergh landed in Paris, who’s still running for office? All
this, of course, is but a feather on the wind compared to Muse editor J.C. Hogan’s
desperate attempts to find a cure for his marital woes. Will it be high-def TV or his
pork chop marinade? In fiction, as in real life, there are no guarantees. Twenty
minutes from Mitford at Meadowgate Farm, newlyweds Dooley and Lace Kavanagh
face a crisis that devastates their bank account and impacts their family vet
practice. But there is still a lot to celebrate, as their adopted son, Jack, looks
forward to the most important day of his life—with great cooking, country music,
and lots of people who love him. Happily, it will also be a day when the terrible
wound in Dooley’s biological family begins to heal because of a game—let’s just
call it a miracle—that breaks all the rules. In To Be Where You Are, Jan Karon
weaves together the richly comic and compelling lives of two Kavanagh families,
and a cast of characters that readers around the world now love like kin.

Patches of Godlight
Get to know the lovable cast of characters that populate the small town of Mitford
in this inspirational novel in Jan Karon's #1 New York Times bestselling series.
Millions of readers have come home to Mitford, the little town with the big heart,
whose endearing and eccentric residents have become like family members. But
now change is coming to the hamlet. Father Tim, the Episcopal rector, and his wife,
Cynthia, are pondering retirement; a brash new mayoral candidate is calling for
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aggressive development; a suspicious realtor with plans for a health spa is eyeing
the beloved house on the hill; and, worst of all, the Sweet Stuff Bakery may be
closing. Meanwhile, ordinary people are leading the extraordinary lives that
hundreds of thousands of readers have found so inviting and inspiring.

The Mitford Snowmen
Rather than being mailed from England to the United States, Jeremy, a handmade
toy rabbit, sets off to make his own way to a new home, with the toymaker's
blessing to keep him safe through a series of adventures.

13 Ways of Looking at the Novel
A holiday story finds Esther Bolick considering not giving her expensive holiday
cakes to friends that have disappointed her, before a Christmas carol reminds her
of the meaning of gift giving.

To Be Where You Are
Presents recipes from the popular series, a fan's cookbook shares a wealth of tips,
culinary quotes, and side-dish sidebars as well as the instructions for such fare as
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Miss Sadie's apple pie, Puny's cornbread, and Emma's pork roast.

Jan Karons Mitford Years: The First Five Novels
A must-have treasury with original essays, personal photos by the bestselling
author of At Home in Mitford, Somebody Safe with Somebody Good, and other
books in the Mitford Series For the millions of fans who love the Mitford Years
series, this lushly illustrated keepsake will be the perfect book to curl up with.
What was that Uncle Billy joke about the census taker? Where was that beautiful
prayer Father Tim offered? The Mitford Bedside Companion will make it easy to
find the greatest of the countless gems that grace each of Karon's novels. Fans will
relish favorite scenes, casts of characters, a Mitford crossword puzzle, and a bevy
of original essays by Karon on everything from the life of a writer to her
grandmother's secret to good health. With a color insert of family photos and
Karon's early Mitford drawings, as well as new illustrations, this is a beautifully
packaged volume everyone will cherish.

A Continual Feast
Get swept away to the beautiful and breezy Isle of Palms with New York Times
bestselling author Mary Alice Monroe’s return to her “exceptional and
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heartwarming” (Publishers Weekly) Beach House series, set in South Carolina’s
lowcountry. Two women. One summer. One very special beach house. Cara
Rutledge rents her quaint cottage on Isle of Palms to Heather Fordham for the
entire summer. As beautiful as the Isle of Palms is, Heather’s anxiety keeps her
indoors with her caged canaries as she paints birds for postage stamps. Eventually,
however, the shore birds—and a man who rescues them—lure her outside. As the
summer progresses and Heather begins to blossom, Cara’s life reels with sudden
tragedy. She wants only to return home but Heather refuses to budge from her
sanctuary. As everything around the ladies is coming apart, they discover they can
only rely on each other. Now, the two women who don’t really know each other are
forced to live together and support each other as they navigate the next chapter of
their lives. Featuring Monroe’s signature “lyrical, emotional, and gripping” (RT
Book Reviews), Beach House for Rent demonstrates the power and strength of
female friendships.

At Home in Mitford
A small town tale of Christmas evokes the sights, sounds, and smells of the season,
as the inhabitants of Mitford join together for a snowman-building contest.

Home to Harmony
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Visit America's favorite small town one book at a time. From the #1 New York
Times bestselling author Jan Karon, this is the new ecollection of the first five
novels in the beloved Mitford Years series. Readers have come to feel at home in
Mitford, the little town with the big heart. As this charming mountain village works
its magic, you'll laugh, you'll cry, and you'll quickly make friends who feel like
family-for the residents of Mitford are the most ordinary people who live the most
extraordinary lives. A visit to Mitford is good for the soul, and now you can visit it
again and again.

Shepherds Abiding
Restless with his retirement, Father Tim, accompanied by Cynthia, gears up for a
year-long ministry across the state line, but a series of events sends shock waves
throughout the town of Mitford and through Father Tim's faith.

The Mitford Bedside Companion
Good news! Fannie’s back in town—and the town is among the leading characters
in her new novel. Along with Neighbor Dorothy, the lady with the smile in her
voice, whose daily radio broadcasts keep us delightfully informed on all the local
news, we also meet Bobby, her ten-year-old son, destined to live a thousand lives,
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most of them in his imagination; Norma and Macky Warren and their ninety-eightyear-old Aunt Elner; the oddly sexy and charismatic Hamm Sparks, who starts off
in life as a tractor salesman and ends up selling himself to the whole state and
almost the entire country; and the two women who love him as differently as night
and day. Then there is Tot Whooten, the beautician whose luck is as bad as her
hairdressing skills; Beatrice Woods, the Little Blind Songbird; Cecil Figgs, the
Funeral King; and the fabulous Minnie Oatman, lead vocalist of the Oatman Family
Gospel Singers. The time is 1946 until the present. The town is Elmwood Springs,
Missouri, right in the middle of the country, in the midst of the mostly joyous
transition from war to peace, aiming toward a dizzyingly bright future. Once again,
Fannie Flagg gives us a story of richly human characters, the saving graces of the
once-maligned middle classes and small-town life, and the daily contest between
laughter and tears. Fannie truly writes from the heartland, and her storytelling is,
to quote Time, "utterly irresistible."

Centerburg Tales
A new must-have collection for fans of the New York Times bestselling Mitford
series, featuring the prayers, sermons, and inspiration from beloved Father Tim, as
well as new essays and reflections on faith from author Jan Karon. Over the course
of fourteen novels, millions of readers have fallen in love with the faith,
encouragement, and wisdom that are at the very heart of Jan Karon's Mitford
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series. Now, for the first time, readers will have the chance to walk with Father Tim
through a collection of prayers, sermons, and inspirational passages that
incorporates material from each of the novels. In addition, fans will get to hear
directly from author Jan Karon, in a brand-new essay about her own personal
journey in faith and the ways that the Mitford novels have impacted her. Full of
advice and inspiration from the characters that fans have followed for years, this
beautifully designed compilation will soon become a staple for any Mitford reader.

Jeremy
Examines Lincoln's life by placing him in the context of his own personal
background and the larger circumstances of the country's greatest conflict.

Bathed in Prayer
A beautiful collection of some of Father Tim's favorite quotes and a great
companion to the Mitford series by the bestselling author of At Home in Mitford and
To Be Where You Are. Written in Father Tim Kavanagh's own hand, this wonderful
collection of quotes brings to life the personal reflections of Mitford's beloved
Episcopal priest. Here Father Tim has carefully recorded his favorite quotes from a
variety of thinkers, philosophers, and poets whom he has admired over the years.
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Next to the quotes are Father Tim's personal comments, scribblings, and
doodlings. From C. S. Lewis and Mark Twain to Aristophanes and St. Paul, these
heartwarming words on love, life, and faith are a perfect addition to the Mitford
series--and a must-have for Jan Karon's millions of readers. Further inspirational
and uplifting quotes are collected in a second volume, A Continual Feast.

A Common Life
If the Truth is Revealed, Will She Lose All She's Grown to Love? An orphanage in
the slums of London is the only home Sarah Matthews has ever known. When she
is suddenly whisked away to a wealthy widow's home in the prestigious Mayfair
district, Sarah can't fathom what has happened. Why would this elderly woman, a
stranger, want her company? But Dorothea Blake has reasons she isn't revealing.
As Sarah blossoms into a young woman, the secret Mrs. Blake harbors threatens to
make them both outcasts among London's elite. When a visitor unknowingly
stumbles upon the truth, he puts Sarah at risk of losing everything she holds dear,
including the attentions of a new curate. Will the mystery of her birth remain
buried forever?

Somewhere Safe with Somebody Good
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While farm-sitting with Cynthia outside Mitford, Father Timothy Kavanagh is
charged with the revival of Holy Trinity, a mountain church that's been closed for
forty years.

Out to Canaan
An essential guide for writers and readers alike, here is Smiley’s great celebration
of the novel. As she embarks on an exhilarating tour through one hundred
titles—from classics such as the thousand-year-old Tale of Genji to recent fiction by
Zadie Smith and Alice Munro—she explores the power of the form, looking at its
history and variety, its cultural impact, and just how it works its magic. She invites
us behind the scenes of novel-writing, sharing her own habits and spilling the
secrets of her craft, and offering priceless advice to aspiring authors. Every page
infects us anew with the passion for reading that is the governing spirit of this gift
to book lovers everywhere.

Out to Canaan
A must-have treasury with original essays, personal photos by the bestselling
author of At Home in Mitford, Somebody Safe with Somebody Good, and other
books in the Mitford Series For the millions of fans who love the Mitford Years
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series, this lushly illustrated keepsake will be the perfect book to curl up with.
What was that Uncle Billy joke about the census taker? Where was that beautiful
prayer Father Tim offered? The Mitford Bedside Companion will make it easy to
find the greatest of the countless gems that grace each of Karon's novels. Fans will
relish favorite scenes, casts of characters, a Mitford crossword puzzle, and a bevy
of original essays by Karon on everything from the life of a writer to her
grandmother's secret to good health. With a color insert of family photos and
Karon's early Mitford drawings, as well as new illustrations, this is a beautifully
packaged volume everyone will cherish.

Come Rain or Come Shine
In these high, green hills, the air is pure, the village is charming, and the people
are generally lovable. Yet Father Tim, the bachelor rector who yearns for
something more, suddenly finds he has more than he can handle. His life is turned
upside down with the appearance of a very large dog, a charming and attractive
new neighbor, and a lovable but unloved boy named Dooley. Seemingly overnight,
Father Tim?s quiet life isn?t so quiet. Heartfelt and moving, this is the book where
it all began.

Beach House for Rent
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The first novel in #1 New York Times bestselling author Jan Karon’s beloved series
set in America’s favorite small town: Mitford. It's easy to feel at home in Mitford. In
these high, green hills, the air is pure, the village is charming, and the people are
generally lovable. Yet, Father Tim, the bachelor rector, wants something more.
Enter a dog the size of a sofa who moves in and won't go away. Add an attractive
neighbor who begins wearing a path through the hedge. Now, stir in a lovable but
unloved boy, a mystifying jewel theft, and a secret that's sixty years old. Suddenly,
Father Tim gets more than he bargained for. And readers get a rich comedy about
ordinary people and their ordinary lives.

Mitford Cookbook & Kitchen Reader
Visit America’s favorite small town one book at a time. From the #1 New York
Times bestselling author Jan Karon, this is the new ecollection of novels six through
nine in the beloved Mitford Years series, plus Home to Holly Springs, the first novel
in the Father Tim series. Readers have come to feel at home in Mitford, the little
town with the big heart. As this charming mountain village works its magic, you’ll
laugh, you’ll cry, and you’ll quickly make friends who feel like family—for the
residents of Mitford are the most ordinary people who live the most extraordinary
lives. And in Home to Holly Springs, you will travel back with Father Tim to his
childhood Mississippi home, where he discovers the awesome power of love and
forgiveness.
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Jan Karons Mitford Years: Novels Six Through Nine; Plus a
Father Tim Novel
Recently retired, Episcopal priest Father Tim and his wife, Cynthia, discover new
challenges and adventures when Tim agrees to serve as interim minister of a small
church on Whitecap Island, in the fifth novel in the bestselling Mitford series.
Reprint.

These High, Green Hills
#1 New York Time bestselling author Jan Karon delivers the wedding that millions
of Mitford fans have waited for. It’s a June day in the mountains, with more than a
few creatures great and small, and you’re invited—because you’re family. Over the
course of ten Mitford novels, fans have kept a special place in their hearts for
Dooley Kavanagh, first seen in At Home in Mitford as a barefoot, freckle-faced boy
in filthy overalls. Now, Father Tim Kavanagh’s adopted son has graduated from vet
school and opened his own animal clinic. Since money will be tight for a while,
maybe he and Lace Harper, his once and future soul mate, should keep their
wedding simple. By the way, it’s a pretty casual affair, so come as you are and
remember to bring a tissue or two. After all, what’s a good wedding without a good
cry?
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Standing in the Rainbow
In the small town of Mitford, recotr Father Tim and his lovely wife Cynthia ponder
their retirement plans, trying to raise their young charge, Dooley, and find Dooley's
missing, abandoned siblings, while a brash mayoral candidate is calling for
development and "progress." Reprint.

Out to Canaan
Presents recipes from the popular series, a fan's cookbook shares a wealth of tips,
culinary quotes, and side-dish sidebars as well as the instructions for such fare as
Miss Sadie's apple pie, Puny's cornbread, and Emma's pork roast.

At Home in Mitford
In the small town of Mitford, rector Father Tim and his lovely wife Cynthia ponder
their retirement plans, trying to raise their young charge, Dooley, and find Dooley's
missing, abandoned siblings, while a brash mayoral candidate is calling for
development and "progress." 100,000 first printing. $150,000 ad/promo. Tour.

In the Company of Others
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Anticipating a relaxing retirement, Father Tim returns to his hometown for the first
time in decades when he receives an anonymous summons, an event that leads to
his discovery of long-buried secrets and new people. By the author of Light from
Heaven. Reprint.

Mitford Cookbook & Kitchen Reader
Unleashing the Passion of Young People in Your Church Is Possible! Churches are
losing both members and vitality as increasing numbers of young people
disengage. Based on groundbreaking research with over 250 of the nation's
leading congregations, Growing Young provides a strategy any church can use to
involve and retain teenagers and young adults. It profiles innovative churches that
are engaging 15- to 29-year-olds and as a result are growing--spiritually,
emotionally, missionally, and numerically. Packed with both research and practical
ideas, Growing Young shows pastors and ministry leaders how to position their
churches to engage younger generations in a way that breathes vitality, life, and
energy into the whole church. Visit www.churchesgrowingyoung.org for more
information.

Growing Young
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Join #1 New York Times bestselling author Jan Karon on a trip to Mitford—a
southern village of local characters so heartwarming and hilarious you'll wish you
lived right next door. At last, Mitford's rector and lifelong bachelor, Father Tim, has
married his talented and vivacious neighbor, Cynthia. Now, of course, they must
face love's challenges: new sleeping arrangements for Father Tim's sofa-sized dog,
Cynthia's urge to decorate the rectory Italian-villa-style, and the growing pains of
the thrown-away boy who's become like a son to the rector. Add a life-changing
camping trip, the arrival of the town's first policewoman, and a new computer that
requires the patience of a saint, and you know you're in for another engrossing
visit to Mitford—the little town that readers everywhere love to call home.

Commander in Chief
A new Reader's Guide for group discussion or personal reflection is included in this
series-packaged bestseller. With his heart distracted by his free-spirited neighbor
Cynthia, and his stomach and the rectory cash box distracted by Edith, Father Tim
must decide whether he will practice what he preaches.
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